
Stefan Thies (Deputy Chairman)
Residing in Heinsberg, tax consultant, 
Thies & Thies Steuerberatungsgesellschaft mbH, Heinsberg

Personal data
Date of birth: 05/23/1966; Place of birth: Mettmann

Education 
• 1986–1991 Study of business administration 

at the Justus-Liebig-Universität Gießen 
(specialization auditing, business taxation, private law)

• 1991–1995 Auditing and consulting at Ernst & Young GmbH,
 Dusseldorf

Professional background
• 1995–1997 Managerial position in the Controlling and Operating

 Divisions of Deutsche Bau- und Grundstücks AG, Bonn
• Since 1997 Self-employed as tax consultant in Heinsberg, 

since 2002 as managing partner of Thies & Thies Steuer-
beratungsgesellschaft mbH

• 1998–2008 Chairman of the Supervisory Board of mediaMotion AG,
Cologne

• 2010–2018 Member of the Supervisory Board of 3U HOLDING AG,
Marburg; since 05/21/2015 Deputy Chairman of the
Supervisory Board

Personal and business relations with 3U HOLDING AG
Mr. Thies holds a total of 23,583 shares in the Company.



Further memberships in statutory domestic supervisory boards
No other mandates

Suitability as an expert member of the Supervisory Board 
in accordance with section 100 (5) AktG

Based on the theoretical education-related training in the field of study,
every stage of Mr. Thies’s professional life dealt with internal and external
accounting.

At Ernst & Young GmbH he worked as auditor in the area of auditing 
and later as audit director. The subject of the audit was individual and
consolidated financial statements.

He then held the position of Head of Controlling at Deutsche Bau- und
Grunstücks AG. This area also included the areas of internal audit and IT.
He was responsible for developing an enterprise monitoring and control
indicator system and reporting to the Executive Board. He was also
 responsible for the audit planning and monitoring of the internal audit
department as well as the reporting of the audit findings to the Executive
Board. After appropriate probation in the company, he also assumed
management responsibility for the areas of sales, residential property
management and the general modernization of real estate.

Ultimately, his activities as a tax consultant since 1997 continue to
include to a significant extent in addition to tax advice, accounting
advice, the control thereof and the preparation of annual financial
 statements. If financial statements are prepared by external persons,
usually accountants or auditors take over this task.

Due to past accounting activities in the area of business accounting, in
our opinion Mr. Thies has the expertise required in § 100 (5) AktG in the
area of accounting.




